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It is known in a general way that the time required for

hatching out the eggs of cold-blooded animals is dependent on

the temperature at which they are kept. Professor Mcintosh

("Nature" xxxi., p. 555) says that salmon eggs left in the sea, take

from 95 to 120 days to hatch, but that when transferred to a warm

room tliey hatch in 60 days. Bertram, in his "Harvest of the Sea,''

says that herring eggs will hatch slowly or quickly according to

the temperature, a difference of 50 days being possible. As a

rule herring eggs take from 11 to 40 days, graylings from 14 t(»

40, codlish 5 to 42, tench 6 to 14, gurnards 7 to 35, stickle-

back 10 to 30, and so on, the higher the temperature the less the

time. But in connection with a book on which I have long been

busy, I required more definite information as to the relation of

hatching-time to temperature, and therefore I instituted a long-

series of hatchings of frogs' eggs. During two winters I took

the eggs of a species which Professor Spencer identified for me as

Hyla auna, and hatched its eggs in sets at graduated tempera-

tures. This species extrudes an unusual number of eggs, the

average of 14 sets that I counted being over 3000 to each. It

was easy therefore to get ten sets of 100 each, which could with

certainty be i-egarded as of similar condition. I put them over

lamps and kept them at temperatures, as nearly uniform as 1

could, ranging from 10° C. to 33° C.

Six series of experiments thus conducted satisfied me that the

time required for hatching was inversely proportional to the

square of the excess of the tenqiorature above a certain fixed

tempei-ature. But in every series there occurred one or more

failures through accidental variations in temperature. I, therefore,

in September last, carried out a new series of experiments,

floating each set of eggs in a large body of water which could not

easily vary during intervals between observation. Even here out-

set was somewhat affected by a rise of 3° C. lasting for 4 hours,
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(luring an unavoidable absence. I give the table herewitli, without

any attempt at compensating for errors. The law which they

clearly indicate is that

where / is the time of hatching, T is the temperature at which

the eggs are kept ; ;;/ and a are constants, the latter being of

course the fixed temperature referred to. The last column gives,

the time (in hours) which the eggs would have taken to hatch

according to this law, assuming ;// = 40,200; and ff = l*3° C. for

this species.

Table I.

No.
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snakes, turtles and alligators, this belief is fairly well borne out.

i5ut, as the unreliable nature of these figures prevents more than

a sort of prima facie evidence, let me pass by preference to

others in which there is more accuracy, though still the observa-

tions are often merely approximate.

All birds and mammals, except the monotremata, and, as I

shall show in a future paper, the marsupiata, keep at a tempera-

ture which may, for the purposes of this enquiry, be considered

constant, so that in the following investigation we may neglect

temperature variations, as the figures to be dealt with are not

accurate enough to allow of refined adjustments. Excluding the

monotremata and marsupiata, the extremes of health tempera-

ture for birds and mammals would be 37° C and 43° C, or a

I'ange of only 6° C. We may therefore assume that all bii"ds

sitting on their eggs keep them at a tolerably definite tempera-

ture. Any given species, therefore, will take a certain fairly

<lefinite time to hatch out its eggs. Temperature, we know,

counts for something ; a set of hen, duck or turkey eggs placed

in a warm dry situation will hatch out two or three days before

.mother set in a damp cold place. But, in view of the roughness

of the observations of naturalists, we shall assume that each

.species takes a tolerably definite time in hatching, the hen for

instance, 21 days, and the turkey, 28.

What, then, is the reason for the difference in time, seeing

that in all cases the temperatures are much the .same 1 Why
does a humming-bird take 10 days, or a wren 10, wliile a dove

takes 18, a fowl 21, a turkey, 28, an ostrich about 50? St.

Oeorge Mivart says: "The period of incubation is much related

to the size of the bird." I propose in this paper to determine the

nature of that relation, and to show that the time of incubation

is directly proportional to the sixth root of the weight of the bird

when mature.

The following preliminary table will .serve to illustrate tiiis

relation and show that / = « "/w, where / =-- time in days.

"io = weight in 11)S.

n = 20.
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Til a few cases where, instead of the name of the authority

for the weight, the word " calculated " occurs, it means that,

being unable to find the weight of a species, but having

discovered that of a closely allied species, presumably of the

same shape, I have calculated the weight of the one from

that of the other on the assumption that they are proportional

to the cubes of the lengths.

If we apply the same sort of investigation to the Mammalia as

a whole, we find that for the period of gestation the law

holds with only moderate accuracy. But if we consider any one

order at a time, the coincidence of observed and calculated times

is sufficient to establish the law conclusively. For instance, the

following is a list of all the carnivora for which I can obtain

information. For this order the constant n is equal to 41.
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The dog family are here the most abnormal, and, among

domesticated dogs, although the larger varieties have a longer

gestation period than the smaller, the difference is not sufficient

to make the times accord with the law given.

The ruminants form another group fairly consistent withm

itself ; but for them the constant n must be made equal to 80.

The camel and giraffe families are left out of the following

list, the former for want of weights of individuals, the latter

because the gestation period is abnormally long. But of the

Cervid», Capridte, and Bovidje, the following are all the species

for which I can find both weights and gestation periods recorded.
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More accurate results may be had by taking the families

separately and adopting for each its own value of n, these values

being nearly, but not quite, equal. In the same way by putting

;/ ^ 55 we find that the Suidce and Hippopotafiiidce make a

consistent group, though not running uniformly with the rest of

the Artiodactyls.

The period of gestation among these animals is generally only

iKUghly determined by observing in what months the sexes come

together, and then observing in wliat month the young are born.

How fallacious this may be has been shown by BischofF in the

case of the Roebuck, the female of which does not produce her

young until more than nine months after the rutting season.

But it is now known that this is not the period of gestation, for

the spermatozoa lie for four months in the uterus without fertil-

ising the ovum, so that the real period is only some tive months.

The same phenomenon is observed with bats and other mammals.

Selenka has shown that with the Virginian Opossum the time

from copulation to birth is 13 days while the actual time of

gestation is only 1~ days. So in the U.S. Fisheries' Report of

1884, the statement is made that while the males of Evibiotocidce

impregnate the females in autumn the young are born alive in

the following summer. Hence the spermatozoa must lie inactive

for many months.

It is quite probable, as the foregoing list suggests, that beside

the Roebuck, there are other species of deer in which the same

peculiarity occurs to a less extent. Perhaps the same thing

occurs in the case of the Beaver which is a very aberrant species,

as will be seen from the list given in the appendix of all the

Rodentia for which information is available. The Perissodactyla

make another consistent group. All the species for which informa-

tion is availaljle are given in the appendix.

In dealing with the mammals we have found it necessary to

give different values to the constant. There are two biological

reasons for this. The first is that some animals are carried by

their mothers till fairly well able to take care of themselves. A
calf, or a foal, or a young deer is sufficiently matured to trot after

its mother in a few hours after birth ; while a kitten, or a

puppy, or a tiger cub is for a long time helpless. One animal

therefore remains in its mother's womb until tolerably complete
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as conipaved with another. This causes the value of n to be

high in ruminants, and higher still in Proboscidea ; while in

Carnivora and llodentia it is low, but of approximately equal

value, 41 for the first; 35 for the second.

The first law, stated in its most genei-al form, is this :
—" For

animals of tlie same size the time of embryo development is

inversely proportional to the square of the temperature, that

temperature being reckoned from a definite point."

The second law, similarly stated, is that: —"At the same

temperature, the period of development is directly proportional

to the sixth root of the weight of the mature animal."

This latter law is capable of a certain simplification. If two

animals are of different sizes, but of the same shape, the weights

of their bodies are proportional to the cubes of their lengths.

The law in that case would be : —At the same temperature,

among animals of the same shape, the period of development is

directly proportional to the square root of the length.

Thus we have

t = n^ 7

but this is the same as

where f= -

Now this is the well-known equation for the space tra\ersed

Ijy a body moving under the influence of a constantly accelerating

force, and the significance of the law therefore is tliat if we consider

the germinal point as the starting place, and imagine the embryo
to travel outwards from it to the periphery, the velocity of the

motion will be such as would result from a constantly accelerating

force propelling it from the germinal spot outwards.

In the appendix a list is given of the gestation periods of the

rodents, the family Leporidse being set down apart from the

others as requiring a lower value of the constant. The Beaver is

a very aberrant case. The only four species of Perissodactyls for

which I can get information form a fairly consistent group. For

them the value of the constant is very high, but in the Probos-

cidea it rises higher than in any other of the lower families,

reaching a value of 120. In the Prosimia it appears to be only

equal to the value of n in the ruminants; but in the Quadrumana
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it rises to 160, and in mankind remains at about the same value.

This increase in the value of n as nerve development pro-

gresses, is a ready corollary from Von Baer's law, but many

difficulties arise in the attempt to work out the relation in a

general way.

One may almost risk the prediction that the laws above

stated will be found to combine in this fashion :

—

I. —Reckoning / to be the time from the fusion of the nuclei

to some definite point in development, say, the capacity of the

young animal to stand, walk or swim ; T to be the temperature

at which development takes place, and w to be the weight of

the mature animal. Then as a first approximation

k\'w

T being reckoned from a definite point ; not necessarily any of

the recognised zeros.

II. —But the quantity / tends decidely to increase with

increase of nerve complexity, as gauged by size and efficiency of

brain.
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